
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Brighton - Both Swiss Date: 14.09.15 Venue: Hilton Metropole
TD's: Gordon Rainsford, Mike Amos, Sarah Amos, Robin Barker, Chris Benneworth, Nicole Cook,  
Stuart Davies, Phil Green, Christine MacFarlane, Jim Procter, Peter Randall, 
James Vickers, Kathy Williams

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 39 Yes 37 No 4

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 26 Probably 31 Unlikely 17 Not 8

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
26 Venue 28
44 Playing conditions 14
45 Schedule 13
54 Competition format 5
62 Directors/Organisation 4
16 Catering/refreshments 35
47 Pre-congress service 1

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 30 Earlier finish 26 Longer intervals 2

Later start 2 Later finish 2 Shorter intervals 22

Total Returns 80
Number of attendees 793

Comments
Do not plan on playing event when held at Eastbourne x9
Usual problems with hotel; toilets, lighting, floods etc x6
Like the idea of playing in Eastbourne x4
Prefer a venue closer to airport and more accessible than Eastbourne x3
TD's very friendly and helpful as always x3
Prefer to be able to stay at the venue x2
Play another match - should play 40 boards x3
Too dark in main playing area x2
The event should be scored overall and not in sections x2
The evening meal break is too long x2
Prizegiving should be at 7.30 in order that bridge starts promptly at 7.45 x2
Bar ran out of draught lager, but good otherwise x2
Would like to be able to see next session assignments earlier x1
A microphone is needed for each speaker at the seminars x1
Eastbourne is a terrible venue - think the move is a mistake x1
Unfair that players who qualify for A & B finals get more bridge for same amount
of money x1



Too many TD's talk near to the players x1
Superb hosts, staff and TD's x1
Well run event x1
Need to look for sponsors and cut costs x1
Bar service poor but better than last year x1
Consider using this format, of creaming off the top 16 teams to play in finals, for the National
Teams event x1
Coffee and tea only lukewarm x1
The hotel offer of a £10 voucher for buffet was great x1
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